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In the television series TheWire, addicts Bubbles
and Johnny regularly engage in bizarre and
elaborate schemes to obtain drugs, ranging
from robbing an ambulance to stealing drugs
by lowering a fishing line from a rooftop.
That these fictional crimes can be both so
meticulously planned and yet focused on
such narrow, shortsighted goals highlights
a gap in our understanding of how the
real brain deploys deliberative vs. automatic
mechanisms to make decisions. On a stan-
dard account, people can deliberatively eval-
uate the consequences of candidate actions,
which gives us our flexibility to dream up
novel plans. Alternatively, the brain can crys-
tallize repeatedly successful behaviors into
habits: learned reflexes that free up resources
by executing the behaviors automatically (al-
though at the expense of inflexibility and, it is
believed, underpinning pathological compul-
sions). As with most dichotomies, the prob-
lem with this view is that the world is not so
black and white. Much as the drug-seeking
behavior of addicts seems not to fit into either
category, for healthy behaviors also, neither
of these two sorts of decision making is very
practical on its own. In PNAS, Cushman and
Morris suggest a hybrid of these mechanisms,
and show behavioral evidence that humans
use it to plan actions (1).
The study of Cushman and Morris (1)

draws on recent advances using computa-
tional models of learning to make these strat-
egies explicit enough that their hallmarks
can be measured in choice behavior. Deci-
sions are often modeled as determined by
one’s estimates of the rewards expected from
different options. There are many different
methods to compute these decision variables.
Deliberative planning can be formalized by
an algorithmic family, called “model-based
reinforcement learning” (2), which evaluates
candidate sequences of actions much like a
chess computer does, by exhaustively search-
ing the “tree” of their future consequences,
generated using a learned model of the task
contingencies (like the rules of chess or the
map of a maze) (Fig. 1A).
The key feature of habits, in this view, is

that they instead rely on a simpler summary
of the end results of this computation, such

as the overall long-run reward expected
following some action (2). This precomputa-
tion gives them both their simplicity and in-
flexibility. These summaries do not actually
need to be derived from exhaustive compu-
tations using a model, but instead can be
learned directly—although slowly—“model-
free” from experience (3).
Cushman and Morris (1) propose a hybrid

of these strategies, in which each system sim-
plifies the problem faced by the other (Fig.
1B). The hypothesis is that, in a multistep
decision problem, model-free learning selects
a goal or subgoal, then model-based planning
figures out how to get there. If I wanted to
travel to Paris, a goal might be the airport; in
chess, it might be forking the opponent’s
queen. This is a useful division of labor be-
cause, in general, finding the best action us-
ing a model-based search is too complicated
because of the many possible trajectories
of future action. However, given a single
goal, finding a good path to it can be more
manageable. Meanwhile, although model-free
learning is computationally simple, it learns
slowly in large, multistep tasks. Narrowing its
attention to a smaller, more abstracted prob-
lem—choice between a few candidate goals—
lets its simplicity shine.
The key to the experiments of Cushman

and Morris (1) is that these strategies learn in
different ways from experience in trial-and-
error decision tasks (4). Indeed, just how be-
havior changes following a single, carefully
arranged trial of experience can reveal things
like whether a goal was updated, and if so
how. The authors (1) harnessed the efficiency
of online data collection to zero-in on these
rare informative choices across a large num-
ber of subjects.
In the studies (1), participants chose be-

tween actions, which led to intermediate sit-
uations represented by different colors, and
then to monetary reward. If a choice that led
to the blue intermediate goal was followed by
a large pay-off, subjects tended to choose
actions leading to blue again later. This
was true even if the later action needed to
get to blue was a different or even com-
pletely novel one, which suggests that plan-
ning to get to blue was model-based. This is

because model-based planning, by evaluat-
ing actions in terms of their predicted con-
sequences, can generalize across different
ways to achieve the same result (5). If I
want to get to the airport, model-based
learning can find a route there from any-
where, whereas model-free learning can
only repeat previously successful routes.
Surprisingly, a rewarded choice for blue

was repeated even if the subjects in the study
(1) had failed to achieve the intended blue
goal on the initial choice, so that this reward
was irrelevant to the true value of the goal.
This apparent mistake is exactly what model-
free selection predicts, because it assesses the
success of a strategy (here, choosing blue) in
terms of the reward received. Four experiments
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Fig. 1. (A) A stylized choice problem with a large tree of
possible future action sequences, posing a difficult search
problem for model-based planning. (B) Cushman and Morris’
(1) hypothesis: model-based planning can be simplified by
initial model-free selection which goal (here, color) to seek.
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replicated this pattern and controlled for sev-
eral alternative interpretations.
This research relates to a broader lit-

erature on the tricks the brain uses to
simplify multistep choice (6). Cushman
and Morris’ (1) hypothesis is an instance
of a set of approaches called hierarchical
reinforcement learning, which decompose
a multistep decision problem into a nested
set of choices at different levels of tempo-
ral abstraction. There is mounting neural
and behavioral evidence that the brain
uses such decomposition (7, 8). However,
in principle, such abstraction is indiffer-
ent to the learning mechanism: decisions
at any level could be approached by
model-based or model-free learning (or
any combination), with this particular di-
vision being just one option. Indeed, a pre-
vious study investigating such abstraction
was used to suggest that the top-level
choices (over goals, in the present termi-
nology) were actually model-based rather
than, as Cushman and Morris suggest,
model-free (8). Both might be right: the
current experiments (1) do not rule out
the coexistence of other approaches. How-
ever, the earlier experiment omitted key con-
trols included in the new study, so those
results are also compatible with model-free
goal selection.
A similar point applies to the lower level

of Cushman and Morris’ (1) model. Several
other researchers have envisioned analogous
lower-level choices as essentially model-
free: “chunked,” stereotyped behavioral se-
quences, like a tennis serve or a dance move.
Some evidence suggests that this sort of
memorization of extended routines may be
the real foundation of habits (9, 10). How-
ever, such stereotyped sequences stand in
contrast to Cushman and Morris’ (1) flex-
ible model-based goal-seeking to find a
desired result. For example, in one of
their experiments, subjects reach the blue
goal by finding groups of numbers that
add up to 21. Is temporal abstraction par-
ticularly helpful for learning new tasks,
generalization, and transfer (as Cushman
and Morris’ model would be), or is it
mainly about streamlining the control
of well-learned behaviors (as with chunk-
ing)? Are these two separate mecha-
nisms? Another unresolved issue is how
subgoals themselves are discovered. The
efficiencies of hierarchical control are
only realized given an appropriate (and
limited) set of subgoals: the airport is a

broadly useful subgoal but many other places
are not (11).
Another area in which the traditional di-

chotomy between model-based and model-
free control has raised many questions is
the systems’ neural substrates. Although brain
lesion studies show a dissociation between

The study of Cushman
and Morris draws on
recent advances using
computational models
of learning to make
these strategies explicit
enough that their hall-
marks can be measured
in choice behavior.
areas associated with either sort of control
(12), neuroimaging and unit recording stud-
ies in intact brains tend not to find such strict
separation (13). Instead, neural correlates of
decision variables in many parts of the brain
show a mixture of both types of responses (4,
14). Hybrid schemes, like that of Cushman
and Morris (1), in which the two mecha-
nisms interact toward solving the same
problem, may help to rationalize these results.
It will be particularly interesting to study how
these neural signals behave in the new de-
cision tasks, which exercise this interaction.
Returning to the hapless Bubbles and

Johnny, this research may point toward the
resolution of a longstanding problem in
the study of drug abuse and other disorders
of compulsion. It is often argued that the com-
pulsive nature of drugs might be rooted in

the inflexible character of habits (15). In-
deed, patients with a range of compulsive
disorders show abnormal dominance of
model-free over model-based learning on
a task similar to that of Cushman and
Morris (16), and the neuromodulator dopa-
mine (a common target of addictive drugs) is
believed to drive model-free learning (17).
However, although this might explain how
addicts acquire some stereotyped actions in-
volved in drug consumption, like raising a
cigarette to one’s mouth, simply repeating
previously rewarded actions wholly fails to
explain many more deliberative and goal-ori-
ented drug-seeking behaviors (18), as drama-
tized by Bubbles’ bizarre (and presumably
wholly novel) fishing escapade. Equally, on
the traditional, dichotomous account,
model-based planning should have no interest
in attaining a poisonous substance that hap-
pens to affect preferences in a separate model-
free system. This paradox is resolved if that
same model-free learning mechanism extends
to choosing goals for the model-based system.
Other previously disjoint phenomena of drug
abuse, such as craving and attentional biases,
may also be seen as further manifestations of
these abstract habits.
Finally, beyond compulsion, researchers

have found signs of dual-system decision
making in many diverse situations where we
seem to be of two minds, from moral di-
lemmas to procrastination to racism. The
interactions between our more deliberative
and more automatic impulses, of the sort
documented by Cushman and Morris (1),
may therefore ultimately shed light on many
of the most puzzling of human experiences.
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